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Note that most of the methods used in this lab cannot handle missing data. We therefore need to filter
out those observations first. One strategy is to generate a model.frame first:

mf <- model.frame(energy2 ~ democracy + ipyears + catho80, data = dd)

So this takes these four variables from the dd data set and includes only those observations that have no
missing data on any of these four variables. You can then use mf as if it is a data set in subsequent commands.

1. Open the “Taxation & representation” data for 1997 from the teaching data page1 and closely read the
description.

(a) Taking goodgovt as the dependent variable, select as many relevant explanatory variables (pre-
dictors) as possible from the data set, but avoid the component variables of good government:
corruption, rule of law, and bureaucratic quality.

(b) Estimate stepwise regressions to come up with an optimal set of predictors, using different stepwise
algorithms and measures of fit.2

(c) Estimate a ridge regression with all predictors. Compare results with the stepwise regression.
Evaluate using different and optimal values of λ.

(d) Use the leaps package to visualise the selection of variables.

2. Open the “Democracy & development” data set and select cases from 1988 only.

library(rio)

dd <- import("http://www.joselkink.net/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/demdev.dta") %>%

filter(year == 1988)

(a) Run a regression using model specification

energy2i = β0 + β1democracyi + β2ipyearsi + β3catho80i. (1)

(b) Estimate a model using Eq. (1), where you first generated a full matched sample and then estimate
a linear regression using this sample. Use matchit in the MatchIt library to generate the sample
and match.data to subsequently extract the data set for the regression.

(c) Repeat, using nearest neighbour matching instead.

3. Returning to the “Taxation & representation” data:

1http://www.joselkink.net/data.php
2See http://www.joselkink.net/files/POL30660 Spring 2021 lab04.html#4 Variable selection for an example how

to perform these analyses in R.
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(a) Perform both visually (using ggplot()) and numerically (using lm()) a linear regression analysis
explaining good governance by the level of government expenditure (govtspen).

(b) What would be appropriate control variables? And why?

(c) Estimate a multiple regression including those variables.

(d) Use matching to perform a “doubly robust” estimate, using linear regression on a matched sample.
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